
 

  

 

 

  

    

  



 

  

 

 

What's Happening in Palestine?  

  

  Tensions began to escalate between Israel and Palestinians living in East Jerusalem,  

Gaza, and the West Bank. Increasing pressure from the Israeli Law Enforcement Officers in 

Jerusalem during Ramadan and movements 

involving the illegal placement of far-right 

Israeli groups in Palestinian homes1 caused 

anger among Palestinians   

  

Contrary to Israeli officials who stated that 

the blockade imposed on Gaza was a purely 

military measure, the local people stated 

that medicines, food and daily supplies could not reach them due to this blockade.2    

Since the beginning of the month of  

Ramadan, events have escalated with  

nightly clashes between Israeli polices and Palestinians. The evacuation of Palestinian families 

to create "Israeli Settlements" in East Jerusalem also sparked anger.  

 Street conflicts between 

Palestinians and Israeli law enforcement 

soon turned into a military conflict 

between Israel and Palestine involving 

rockets and air strikes. According to local 

sources and news agencies, civilian 

casualties occurred on both sides.   

  

Unfortunately, the temporary ceasefire proposals of the international community, 

especially for humanitarian aid operations, did not succeed. Tel Aviv continues its air, land, 

                                                 
1 TRT World, “Israeli siege on Palestinians sparks global rage, some actors silent”,  
https://www.trtworld.com/middle-east/israeli-siege-on-palestinians-sparks-global-rage-some-

actorssilent-46617, Last Access: 14.05.2021  
2 ReliefWeb, “Turkish Red Crescent Palestine Humanitarian Aid Operation Situation Report No.1”, 

https://reliefweb.int/report/occupied-palestinian-territory/turkish-red-crescent-palestine-

humanitarianaid-operation, Last Access: 14.05.2021  
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and sea attacks with artillery and 

missile fire, rejecting the ceasefire 

decision from the countries of the 

region. The possibility of military 

operations turning into a 

comprehensive Israeli ground 

operation might cause many casualties 

and permanent damage to the 

Palestinian infrastructure, which would last for years to fix.  

  

According to consultations with Turkish and International NGOs and INGOs, a large 

number of buildings, including the ones of international aid organizations, were targeted in 

the last 4 days. As a result of these attacks, there are more than 100 casualties and more than 

1000 injured in various degrees.  

  

Controversial Settlement Act usurp Palestinian property rights while fueling 

conflict  

  

The situation in the Sheikh Jarrah is not considered solely within Israeli politics. After 

the US recognized Jerusalem as the capital of Israel, the process of building new "Israeli 

Settlements"3 for East Jerusalem was accelerated. The placement of far-right religious fanatics 

in the Sheikh Jarrah district has already brought about the seizure of property and has been 

criticized in terms of being a population administration that prepared the ground for conflict.   

Why Did Conflict Begins in Palestine?  

Tensions began to rise between Palestinians and Israelis since April. It started with the 

police restriction imposed on the Palestinians' increased activities at the Damascus Gate due to 

the month of Ramadan. There has been a visible increase in Palestinian protests, with Israel's 

seizure of property against the historic Arab settlement and population in East  

                                                 
3  AP, “Trump-era spike in Israeli settlement growth has only begun”, 

https://apnews.com/article/joebiden-donald-trump-israel-iran-nuclear-west-bank-

afda64d2a213cb8de2ce72e46fe3385f, Last Access:14.05.2021  
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Jerusalem. The harsh protests and street clashes of Arab and Israeli populations in the new  

"Israeli Settlements" centers turned into indignation with the disproportionate violence by  

Israeli law enforcement against Palestinians. The balance sheet of the conflicts between the 

Israeli Law Enforcement Forces and the Palestinians is as follows; 

  

  

Beşir Association and Palestine Humanitarian Aid Activities  

Beşir Association carries out a wide range of humanitarian aid activities, from 

improving Palestinian infrastructure capacity to food and hygiene assistance. Beşir 

Association has carried out humanitarian aid activities of approximately $ 150,000 for the 

West Bank and Gaza in the last 2 years under the headings of food, hygiene, and cash.  

  

Humanitarian Aid Projection of Beşir Association for Palestine  

Stage One  

In order to effectively meet the urgent need for food, it is aimed to distribute hot meals 

to those affected by the conflicts.  

Hot Meal  2000 People 15+15 days  60.000 USD 

  

Stage Two  

According to the status of the conflicts and reports coming from the field, infrastructure 

protection and aid activities for energy supply security are targeted.  

Medical Assistance  Medicine, Intensive Care  

Equipment  

150.000 USD  

Fuel  300 Metric Ton  550.000 USD  

Renovation of Damaged  

Houses  

200 Family  300.000 USD  



 

  

 

 

Building Surveillance 

Capacity 

500 Family  150.000 USD 

TOTAL  1.210.000 USD* 

 *This budget was prepared based on feasibility researches. Net amounts might differ from 

the table. 

What is needed in the immediate humanitarian response to Palestine?  

• Calls for Immediate Ceasefire  

The risk of conflict turning into a direct ground operation is of concern for everyone. It is 

inevitable that the health infrastructure of Palestine will completely collapse in a possible land 

operation. This will be another main reason for the increase in casualties. In order to prevent 

this disaster, a comprehensive ceasefire proposal should be communicated to the parties in the 

first place.  

  

• Emergency Medical Equipment and Intensive Care Support Units;  

As part of the fight against Covid-19, the density in intensive care units has come to the 

brink of alarm with the existing conflicts. For this reason, in the first place, the assistance of 

respiratory equipment and other basic intensive care tools and equipment for Palestine is 

required.  

  

• Food - Energy Supply Security  

Increasing conflict threatens food security and energy supply security. Currently, the 

security of Gaza's energy supply is vital both in terms of maintaining the functionality of 

hospitals and food production. The need for generators and fuel is important in combating 

possible energy blackouts.  

Best Regards,  

Beşir Association, Department of International Relations & Projects  

  

Beşir Association Bank Account Info to Support Palestine Humanitarian Aid Programs  

Ziraat Bank, Swift: (TCZBTR2A)        Branch: Darıca (784)  

  

Currency  Acc No  IBAN  

TL  57461050 - 5133  TR 6000 0100 0784 5746 1050 5133  



 

  

 

 

$  57461050 – 5138 

57461050 - 5138  

TR 2200 0100 0784 5746 1050 5138  

€  57461050 - 5139  TR 9200 0100 0784 5746 1050 5139  

  


